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August, 1944.  The Russians are pushing the Germans back towards the Fatherland 

and reach the eastern boarders of Hungary and Romania. The Romanians, previously 

allied to Germany, and now hoping to gain some Hungarian territory, switch sides and 

join with the Russians in their advance against the Hungarians and Germans.  

The Soviet 4th Ukrainian Front reaches the Eastern Carpathians and launch attacks 

into Hungary against what is known as the “thousand year border”. 

At this point the boarder is mostly defended by Hungarian mountain divisions and 

militia, with limited German support. The Russians have some support from the 

Romanians.    

THE BATTLE OF THE GYIMES PASS 

 

An aerial view, clearly showing a strong Russian force threatening the center,  with a weaker 

contingent over on the right flank.  

Elements of  the German army, and an 

88mm heavy anti tank unit                                 Hungarian Mountain troops 

and militia 



 

Another high aerial view, this time of the left flank.  Also a more complete view of the massed 

Russian troops in the center. 

 

 

The Russians storm up the center, a unit braves a minefield, which proves not to be too 

deadly. The Russians up the pressure. However, the Hungarians have strong defensive 

positions, dug in on the hills or in field bunkers.  
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Russians close assaulting Hungarian units on the right of center.  A flanking move there, as 

troops move through the thickly forested terrain. Other units go for the more brutal up the 

front approach. 

 

 

Russians advance up the hills to negate the Hungarian height advantage.  

The frontal attack on the right was stopped in its tracks.  First blood to the Hungarians. 

 

 



 

The Russian attack goes in, inflicting minimal damage on the Hungarian defenders in the 

center field bunker and on the right. The Hungarians on the left take a bit of stick though. 

 

 

 

Although having taken heavy casualties on the left, the Hungarians hit back, inflicting serious 

damage and forcing some Russians to fall back. 

 

 

Field bunker holding out 

Ouch! 

Defending well 

To quote Monty Python and the Holy Grail: 
“Run away, run away” 

Mega 
Russian 
Ouch ! 



 
Russian persistence! Albeit slightly blurred – they probably have been hitting the vodka for a 

bit of courage.  Further attacks initiated up the center. Not much imagination these Russians. 

 

 

 
Hungarian dogged defence.  

The dudes in the field bunker take hits, and whittle away at the Russians in return.   

The guys dug in on the hill also take casualties, and give back what they take.  

Unfortunately the Hungarians on the left succumb, and take some more Russians with them. 

 

Defending the Home land certainly lends a level of stubbornness to the defenders. 

 



 

 

Very dogged Hungarian defence!  

They may be serious depleted, yet they fight on and the Russians wither in the face of such 

determination to keep the invaders out.  

The heights are cleared of Russians, who once again face an “up-hill” struggle. 

 

 

The Hungarian leader, Sebo Ödön, leaves the safety of the field bunker to engage the Russians 

in the valley below. 



 
In an attempt to save the day, the Russians, supported by Romanians, launch a three pronged 

attack against the Hungarian heavy machine gun unit.  Russians close assault, while the 

Romanians give close supporting fire. The mortar unit further back drop shells into the 

Hungarian dug in position commanding the heights. 

 

 
The Romanians and Russians storm the position and overwhelm the Hungarians. 

Meanwhile Sebo Ödön, while taking casualties on his unit, takes out the Russians below him. 

 

This spells the end of the Russian offensive, the losses are too great, and they back off at the 

end of what turned out to be a disastrous day for them, a glorious day for the Hungarians.  
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This was the opening scenario in a new campaign series: “Battlefield Hungary”, to be played 

out between “Dangerous” Delia and myself, Simon, aka Fred the Obscure. 

 

“Dangerous” Delia took the role of Hungarians/Germans, and I the Russian/Romanians. 

 

The points at the end of the first scenario stand at 6 – 4 in favour of the Hungarians. 

 

This is not the end, nor the beginning of the end, but the end of the beginning. 

 (to quote some famous person who’s name escapes me.....) 
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Hungarian/German resistance. 
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